
 

 

Network Management Disclosure 

In accordance with the rules of the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”), set out below 

is information about the residential and small business broadband services provided by Liberty 

Cablevision of Puerto Rico, LLC (“Liberty”). This disclosure is made as required by 47 C.F.R. 

§§ 8.1 et seq. The terms and conditions for Liberty’s broadband services are contained in 

Liberty’s end user service agreements. Those terms are available at www.libertypr.com/terminos, 

with prices available at www.libertypr.com/planes-y-ofertas. These network management 

disclosures supplement, and should be considered a part of, Liberty’s end user service 

agreements. 

This disclosure provides information about three aspects of Liberty’s residential and small 

business broadband Internet access services: (1) the network management practices we use to 

manage our broadband network; (2) key performance characteristics of our residential and small 

business broadband services; and (3) certain commercial terms that apply to these services. 

These disclosures are intended to provide information to customers who currently subscribe to 

Liberty’s residential and small business broadband Internet access services or who may do so in 

the future, as well as to providers of applications, services and content that make use of Liberty’s 

network to reach users. 

This disclosure relates solely to that portion of our network devoted to providing broadband 

Internet access service to our customers. Other portions of our network may be used to provide 

cable service, phone service or other information or specialized services, each of which is subject 

to its own terms and conditions of service. For further information regarding the services offered 

by Liberty in your area and the terms and conditions of Liberty’s policies relating thereto, please 

visit our website at www.libertypr.com.  

While this disclosure is intended to be thorough and current, Liberty expects to continue 

evaluating its approach to network management in response to changes in technology and 

Internet usage, and it reserves the right to adopt new or different management practices. Liberty 

will provide updates to these disclosures that reflect such changes when we make them, and the 

information in this statement maybe revised and updated from time to time as Liberty deems 

appropriate. In addition, other aspects of Liberty’s services – such as prices and performance 

capabilities – are subject to change. Updated information can always be found by visiting 

Liberty’s website.  

PLEASE READ THIS DOCUMENT CAREFULLY. IT SERVES AS AN “ADDENDUM” TO 

THE RESIDENTIAL SERVICE AGREEMENT, BUSINESS SERVICE AGREEMENTS, 

ACCEPTABLE USE POLICY AND OTHER CUSTOMER AGREEMENTS THAT GOVERN 

YOUR USE OF LIBERTY’S SERVICES, INCLUDING YOUR USE OF OUR INTERNET 

SERVICE. THIS ADDENDUM INCLUDES THESE AND OTHER IMPORTANT TERMS. 

https://www.libertypr.com/planes-y-ofertas
http://www.libertypr.com./


 

 

I. Network Management Practices 

A. Network Congestion 

Liberty does not use any specific network management practices to deal with congestion. For 

example, Liberty does not block specific applications or traffic that may tend to increase 

congestion. Instead, Liberty tries to anticipate and minimize or avoid congestion by monitoring 

network usage and adding capacity in a targeted manner. By focusing on forecasting growth and 

adding network capacity to accommodate that growth, Liberty tries to ensure that its network has 

enough bandwidth to provide robust service. Nevertheless, Liberty recognizes that as Internet 

traffic volumes continue to grow, it might not be possible to manage network congestion through 

capacity upgrades alone. As a result, Liberty will continue to evaluate its practices in this respect 

and will revise its approach as needed in order to continue to deliver a quality online experience.   

Liberty invites all of its customers to test the speeds that they are receiving on Liberty’s network. 

This can be done at www.libertypr.com/internet. A particular customer’s broadband service may 

be subject to delays or congestion from time to time due to temporary conditions beyond 

Liberty’s control. However, if it appears that you are not receiving the data rate you have 

purchased on a regular basis, that may indicate a maintenance issue with your own equipment or 

with Liberty’s network. If that situation arises, we encourage you to contact Liberty’s Customer 

Service Department at 787-355-3535 (residential customers) or 787-355-0606 (commercial 

customers). We will then investigate the issue and try our best to resolve it. 

B. Device Attachment Rules 

You may lease a modem from Liberty or purchase your own modem. You may attach any device 

to your service as long as it does not harm Liberty’s network. Liberty’s network uses a 

technology called DOCSIS to exchange Internet data with its customers. Liberty currently 

supports a broad range of qualified, DOCSIS-compatible modems in connection with its 

broadband services, and regularly modifies its list of approved devices as new equipment is 

introduced in the marketplace. Use of a non-compliant modem may lead to service interruption 

in the case of network updates.  

C. Network Security Measures 

Liberty actively seeks to address the threats posed by harmful and unwanted traffic and reserves 

the right to protect the security and integrity of its network and its customers by any lawful 

means it deems appropriate. Malicious software (sometimes called “malware”), such as viruses, 

worms, spyware, and distributed denial of service (“DDoS”) attacks can adversely affect the 

network and harm customers’ computers, degrade the quality of service they receive, 

compromise their data, and harm third parties as well. Unwanted communications such as spam 

can lead to similar problems.  

   In addition, Liberty employs certain practices on a case-by-case and as-needed basis to protect 

its network and its customers against DDoS attacks. These practices could be triggered if Liberty 

detects traffic levels that significantly exceed certain baselines. We have not disclosed the 

applicable thresholds here in order to ensure that these security practices remain effective and 

cannot be deliberately circumvented. Further, in accordance with common industry practices 

http://www.libertypr.com/internet


 

 

(and in response to demonstrated harms), Liberty may on occasion and for limited periods of 

time inhibit certain Internet ports that are commonly misused to harm networks, although this in 

no way prevents any Liberty customer or broadband Internet access user form accessing lawful 

Internet content. 

D. Application Specific Behavior 

Liberty does not have any network management practices that are specific to any application. 

Liberty does not discriminate against or otherwise prevent users of its Internet service from 

sending and receiving the lawful content of their choice; running lawful applications and using 

lawful services of their choice; or connecting their choice of legal devices to the service (as 

discussed above); as long as such applications, services and devices do not harm the network or 

the provision of broadband Internet access services, facilitate theft of service, or harm other users 

of the service. Similarly, Liberty does not impair or degrade particular content, applications, 

services, or non-harmful devices. 

E. Carrier-Grade Network Address Translation (CGNAT)  

Liberty has implemented CGNAT within its network. CGNAT shares a single public IP address 

among multiple customers at the same time. This shared public IP address is used to connect 

customers to the Internet. The effect of using CGNAT, however, is that this shared public IP 

address is converted within Liberty’s network to various private IP addresses, which are then 

assigned to Liberty’s customers. In other words, while in a NAT arrangement all endpoints 

“behind” the NAT are under the control of a single customer, in a CGNAT arrangement, 

multiple, separate customers share the same public IP address. As a result, IP-based remote 

security monitoring services, which require a unique public IP address, will no longer function 

properly once the customer is served via CGNAT. Consequently, end users with such services 

need to make arrangements to ensure that they continue to have a unique public IP address 

associated with their services/devices. Liberty offers two ways to accomplish this result. First, a 

customer may select a data rate of 90 Mbps or higher. Liberty’s offering of such services 

includes a public dynamic IP address. In light of the high data rate of such services, Liberty 

configures them to operate outside the scope of the CGNAT arrangements noted above. Second, 

a customer may separately pay for a static public IP address, which, again, effectively excludes 

them from CGNAT arrangements. Either one of these options will permit IP-based remote 

security monitoring services to continue to function normally. For more information, please 

contact Liberty’s Customer Service Department at 787-355-3535 (residential customers) or 787-

355-0606 (commercial customers).   

II. Performance 

A. Actual Speeds 

At present, Liberty offers residential and small business customers five broadband Internet 

access service options. Please visit our website at www.libertypr.com/internet for more details. 

The actual speed experienced by any particular customer at any particular time, considered on an 

end-to-end basis, will vary based on a wide variety of factors, most of which are entirely outside 

https://libertypr.com/internet


 

 

of Liberty’s control. The factors that can affect a customer’s actual download or upload speed 

include, but are not limited to, the following: 

 The performance of a customer’s devices (that is, the customer’s cable modem, wireless 

router(s), and computers used to access the Internet). A device’s performance can be affected 

by many factors, including its age, memory, processing capability, operating system, the 

number of applications simultaneously running and the presence of any malware or viruses. 

The performance of a device can sometimes be improved by increasing its memory (RAM). 

You should make sure you are running the most up-to-date operating system your device can 

handle, with all available patches installed, to maximize your connection speeds. 

 Type of connection between a customer’s computer and modem. If there is a router 

between your modem and your device, the connection speed you experience can depend on 

the model and configuration of the router. Some routers can pass data to your device more 

quickly than others. For example, wireless routers, depending on your signal strength, may 

give you significantly slower connection speeds than directly wired routers. Wireless 

connections also may be subject to greater fluctuations, interference and congestion. 

 The distance packets travel between a customer’s device and its final destination on the 

Internet, including the number and quality of the networks of various operators in the 

transmission path. The Internet is a “network of networks”, as such, we have no control over 

networks beyond our system. The path between a particular customer and an edge provider 

may include the networks of several different providers. Both the total number of such 

networks, as well as any limitations on the performance of each of them, will affect the 

overall speed of the customer’s end-to-end Internet connection. 

 Congestion or high usage levels at the website or destination. If a large number of visitors 

are accessing a specific site or destination at the same time, the speed at which your 

information downloads or uploads will be affected if the site or destination does not have 

sufficient capacity to serve all of the visitors efficiently. 

 Gating of speeds or access by the website or destination. In order to control traffic or 

performance, many websites limit the speeds at which a visitor can download from their site. 

Those limitations will carry through to a customer’s connection. 

 The suitability of the cable modem. Some modems may not be capable of handling the 

higher data rates that Liberty offers. Please note that where a modem upgrade is necessary to 

enjoy available speeds and a customer has not yet completed that upgrade, the customer’s 

experienced speed may be limited by the technical capabilities of that older device. 

 Congestion on Liberty’s network. As noted above, the data-carrying capacity on Liberty’s 

network is shared among many users. If a large fraction of users on a given portion of our 

network is attempting to upload or download information at the same time, or if a smaller 

number of users is making intensive use of the network, that can affect the data transfer 

speeds experienced by our users.  



 

 

 Congestion on the customer’s premises. If a large number of separate devices are 

connected to your Internet service, and many users are trying to make intensive use of the 

network at the same time, the combined bandwidth demands of the separate intensive uses 

may affect the performance of each separate use. 

For details on current average performance characteristics, latency (the average time it takes for 

packets to travel between two points on a network), for each of its available data rates, please see 

our Broadband Labels at www.libertpr.com/internet. With respect to latency in particular, you 

should note that the amount of latency you experience on an end-to-end basis will be greatly 

affected by factors outside of Liberty’s control, such as the number of Internet routers between 

the your device and the edge provider from which you are downloading information. 

B. Description and Impact of Specialized Services 

Liberty’s overall physical network supports a range of services, including, but not limited to, 

residential and small business broadband Internet access services, cable television services, and 

voice telephone services. The performance of such a shared network is affected by how much 

aggregate bandwidth is being used by all users and all services at a given time. 

Some services share bandwidth with broadband Internet access services, but do not necessarily 

include broadband Internet access capability or are not primarily intended for that purpose. We 

refer to these services as “specialized services.”  In addition, Liberty offers Voice-over-IP 

(“VoIP”) services and residential and business voice service offerings. As a technical matter, 

these services use different network capacity than data use and, as such, the use of these services 

will not affect the amount of capacity available for Liberty’s data services. Nevertheless, because 

such services may share bandwidth with our Internet access service at some points in our 

network, it is possible that increased use of our phone service during times of unusually heavy 

aggregate usage may temporarily affect the performance of your Liberty online services.  

As noted above, Liberty deals with potential network congestion by monitoring how all of its 

services use bandwidth to minimize any impact on our broadband Internet access service. 

Accordingly, although each service is affected at any given time by the total usage of all 

services, Liberty’s provision of specialized services does not adversely affect its provision of 

broadband Internet access services. 

III. Commercial Terms 

A. Pricing 

As noted above, the business terms and conditions for Liberty’s broadband services are 

contained in Liberty’s end user service agreements. Those terms are available at 

https://business.libertypr.com/legal, with prices available at 

https://business.libertypr.com/internet. 

B. Privacy Policy 

Liberty values the privacy of our Internet service customers and follows procedures to ensure 

that information we collect is reasonably protected. Personal information you provide to Liberty 

http://www.libertpr.com/internet
https://business.libertypr.com/legal
https://business.libertypr.com/internet


 

 

is governed by Liberty’s Customer Privacy Notice, which is available at 

www.libertypr.com/terminos. Liberty reserves the right, as required or permitted by law, to 

provide account and user information, including email, to third parties and to cooperate with law 

enforcement authorities in the investigation of any criminal or civil matter. Such cooperation 

may include, but is not limited to, monitoring of Liberty’s network consistent with applicable 

law. 

C. Redress Options 

For questions, complaints or requests for additional information about Liberty’s broadband 

Internet access services or regarding any of the information set forth above, please contact a 

customer service representative at 1-787-355-3535 (for residence customers) or 1-787-355-0606 

(for business customers). 

The FCC has established procedures for addressing informal and formal complaints regarding 

broadband service. For information concerning these formal and informal complaint procedures, 

please refer to the FCC’s website https://www.fcc.gov/. 
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